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Notes: The alto and tenor parts are printed in the alto and tenor clefs in the source, while the two treble-range instrumental parts are printed on the same treble-clef stave (with the note stems in opposing directions); these have been separated out in the present edition. The following notes are printed as small grace notes in the source, and have been editorially expanded: bar 8, beat 1, G in treble instrumental parts; bar 8, beat 2, E♭ in treble instrumental parts; bar 18, beat 2, tenor B♭; bar 74, beat 1, G in treble instrumental parts; bar 81, beat 1, alto E♭; bar 84, beat 2, alto F; bar 94, beat 2, alto D; bar 101, beat 1, alto G and bass E♭; bar 104, beat 2, alto D; bar 112, beat 2, D and B♭ in treble instrumental parts.
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